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Meet Silence.

This quiet bubble child lives on the planet Honua.

Silence is the caretaker of the planet’s bubbles.

Silence harvests these silent bubbles to keep its home in tune with the sky.

Even through quiet was everything and everywhere, Silence wished for music.
Today’s sky stopped being quiet.

Silence listened.
My name is Sound!

I saw you listening to MY MUSIC!
You ready for more?

Silence’s wish came true.
Music is Pitch!

Pitch is LOW!

Music is Intervals!

Intervals are STEPS!

Intervals are SKIPS!
Music is Tempo!

Tempo is SLOW!

Tempo is FAST!

Music is Meter!

Meter has TWO BEATS!

TAP! TAP!

Meter has THREE BEATS!

TAP! TAP! TAP!
Music is Dynamics!

Music is Articulation!

Articulations are SHORT, LONG, SLURRED, AND ACCENTED!

Dynamics are soft.

Dynamics are LOUD!
That’s what I call MUSIC!

Silence never imagined music would be this chaotic!

Where did my new friend go? It was just getting good.
Where did Silence go?
To be continued!
Music is Sound and Silence.